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USD/INR:

VIEW: USDINR Nov futures may open flat around 74.60 levels. There is scope for the up move to extend towards

74.80/75.00 zone, where profit booking may emerge. Hence, buy on decline but with stop below 74.10 on Nov

futures (on a daily closing basis). As a sustained trading below 74.10 can expose 73.50 levels.

An eventful week is upon us, with US Presidential elections and central bank meetings in UK and US. There are

three distinct possibilities in the US elections:

(i) Trump wins

(ii) Biden sweeps

(iii) We have to wait days for the verdict

However, it is not just who becomes the next US President but also whether the new President can have his party

at least in Senate or the House. If Trump wins but Democrats win Senate and retains House, then policymaking

will be difficult. Similarly, if Biden wins but Republicans retain the Senate or win the House. A fractured mandate

can be negative US stocks but the spillover into EM assets may be limited as dovish US Fed coupled with diver-

gent trend of COVID in DMs over EMs, may favour increase in fund flow to EM currencies. Rupee may benefit.

Even if the mandate is not fractured it should not alter the outlook much as it will be broadly risk positive, which

is conducive for EM assets. The bearish case for risk where the verdict is delayed, and worse, it lands in US

Supreme Court. In that case, for a short period of time, USD may appreciate as de-risking happens.

EUR/INR:

The news flow from Europe continues to be negative for Euro. On one hand the rising cases of COVID and

hospitalisations have brought back partial lockdowns, which will surely hurt the economic recovery. On the

other hand, weak economic recovery, and deflationary scenario has prompted ECB to finally give an all clear

sign to a large scale increase in the asset purchase program, come December. Though, a significant ECB support

will be positive for Euro as it will ease financial conditions but over the near term, COVID related news may

weigh on the Euro, especially, after the US uncertainty clears.

GBP/INR:

Another shutdown in the UK now threatens to weigh on Sterling this week. Brexit negotiations are yet to show

progress. Fishing, level playing field and governance continue to be thorny issues. GBP has been holding out for

now above 1.28 levels but the momentum very much favours the bears. We need to keep a close watch on BoE

meeting this week, as there is a possibility that the central bank may hike QE by 100 billion pounds. However,

they may refrain from tinkering with rates. GBPUSD has strong support near 1.2840/50 zone. If that support fails

to hold the decline, then September lows near 1.2670 may come into play.

JPY/INR:

Upward trend is intact. But wait for a decline towards 70.60/80 region to buy but with stop below 70.40 levels

on November futures.
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